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Abstract
The paper begins by giving an algebraic structure on a set of coset representatives for the
left action of a subgroup on a group. From this we construct a non-trivially associated tensor
category. Also a double construction is given, and this allows the construction of a non-trivially
associated braided tensor category. In this category we explicitly reconstruct a braided Hopf
algebra, whose representations comprise the category itself. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
MSC: 18D10; 16W30
1. Introduction
This paper is in some respects a sequel to [2] and [4], which considered group
doublecross products, i.e. a group factoring into two subgroups. Group doublecross
products are the foundation of one way to look at certain integrable ?eld theories
[3]. Here the space–time is imbedded in the group by a function called the ‘classical
vacuum map’. This imbedding possibly encodes information about the geometry of the
space–time, and in general there is no reason why its image should be a subgroup
(also see [8]). This raised the possibility of considering more general factorisations of
groups, and their corresponding algebras. These algebras turned out to be non-trivially
associated, after the manner of [1]. In retrospect it is surprising how many of the results
of the standard theory of doublecross products and bicrossproducts [10,7] carry over
into the present setting. Typically all that is required is the insertion of a few additional
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pieces into the relevant formulae. Throughout the paper I have liberally used [9] as
a reference for tensor categories and braided Hopf algebras. The reader should note
that the coset representative constructions in this paper are essentially those appearing
in the group cohomology analysis of exact sequences of groups [11]. This then leads
on to non-commutative topological cohomology via crossed modules [5,12]. It is not
clear to me whether there is a more direct link between non-trivially associated tensor
categories and cohomology. The binary operation on the coset representatives (with the
assumption that the identity element is chosen from the coset containing the identity)
is that of a right loop, and the reader should look at [6], where the extensive theory
of loop semidirect products and group factorisations is summarised. In the section on
coset representatives I shall set out some of this material, as I need it for examples,
notation (of a form consistent with the doublecross product literature) and motivation
later on, and also as the condition on the identity mentioned above can be omitted for
certain tensor categories.
Take a representative element of every coset for the left action of a subgroup G on
a group X , and form a set M of these elements. From the algebraic structure on X
we can construct a binary operation on M which has a left identity and right division.
Conversely any set with such a binary operation can be realised as a set of left coset
representatives for the quotient of two permutation groups. This binary operation is not
associative, but the breakdown of associativity is given by a ‘cocycle’  :M ×M → G.
Using this cocycle we can construct a tensor product with non-trivial associator for
the category C of G \ X -graded right representations of G. This category also can be
given evaluation and coevaluation maps, depending on the choice of M , making it into
a rigid tensor category. If we assume that the binary operation on M has left division
(which is not always true) then the grading and group action can be combined into
the action of an algebra A on the objects in the category. It turns out that A itself is
in C, and that the multiplication is associative (using the associator).
Next we construct a double factorisation from two copies of the original group X ,
though we give one copy of X a diHerent binary operation. The category D constructed
from the double (in the same way that C was constructed from X ) is braided, as
well as being non-trivially associated. We can again form an algebra D in D whose
action combines both the gradings and actions in the de?nition of D. But now, using
the braiding in D, we can reconstruct a coproduct on D from the tensor product
structure in D. The existence of such a braided Hopf algebra is guaranteed by a
general reconstruction theory [9], and we explicitly calculate the braided Hopf algebra
structure on D using these methods. I do not know whether the braided category D
gives any interesting knot invariants.
Except for the section on left coset representatives, I shall assume that all groups
are ?nite and that all vector spaces are ?nite dimensional. This is to avoid problems
with measurability and continuity.
2. Left coset representatives
Denition 2.1. Given a group X and a subgroup G; call M ⊂ X a set of left coset
representatives if for every x∈X there is a unique s∈M so that x∈Gs. We shall
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call the decomposition x = us for u∈G and s∈M the unique factorisation
of x.
For the remainder of this section we assume that M ⊂ X is a set of left coset
representatives for the subgroup G ⊂ X . The identity in X will be denoted e.
Denition 2.2. Given s; t ∈M; we de?ne (s; t)∈G and s · t ∈M by the unique factori-
sation st = (s; t)(s·t) in X . We also de?ne functions . :M×G → G and / :M×G → M
by the unique factorisation su= (s . u)(s / u) for s; s / u∈M and u; s . u∈G.
Proposition 2.3. The binary operation (M; ·) has a unique left identity em ∈M (i.e.
em · t = t for all t ∈M) and has the right division property (i.e. for all t; s∈M there
is a unique solution p∈M to the equation p · s = t). If e∈M then em = e is also a
right identity.
Proof. There is a unique factorisation e=uem for em ∈M and u∈G; so G∩M ={em}.
Then em · t = t by de?nition. Conversely if s · t = t then st = (s; t)t; so s∈G ∩M .
If p · s= t then ps= (p; s)t, so (p; s)−1p= ts−1. Now apply unique factorisation
to ts−1 ∈X .
By applying the right division property to solve the equation p · t = em for a given
t ∈M , we see that there is a unique left inverse tL for every t, satisfying the equation
tL · t = em.
We shall use the result of the next proposition at many places in the paper:
Proposition 2.4. The following identities between (M; ·) and  hold; where we take
t; s; p∈M and u; v∈G:
s . (t . u) = (s; t)((s · t) . u)(s / (t . u); t / u)−1
and
(s · t) / u= (s / (t . u)) · (t / u);
s . uv= (s . u)((s / u) . v)
and
s / uv= (s / u) / v;
(p; s)(p · s; t) = (p . (s; t))(p / (s; t); s · t)
and
(p / (s; t)) · (s · t) = (p · s) · t:
Proof. We can deduce these identities from the associativity of X . From the identity
(st)u= s(tu) we can deduce that
(st)u= (s; t)(s · t)u= (s; t)((s · t) . u)((s · t) / u);
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s(tu) = s(t . u)(t / u) = (s . (t . u))(s / (t . u))(t / u)
= (s . (t . u)) (s / (t . u); t / u)((s / (t . u)) · (t / u)):
The ?rst line follows by uniqueness of factorisation. From s(uv) = (su)v;
s(uv) = (s . uv)(s / uv);
(su)v= (s . u)(s / u)v= (s . u)((s / u) . v)((s / u) / v);
giving the second line identities. Finally from p(st) = (ps)t;
p(st) =p(s; t)(s · t) = (p . (s; t))(p / (s; t))(s · t)
= (p . (s; t))(p / (s; t); s · t)((p / (s; t)) · (s · t));
(ps)t = (p; s)(p · s)t = (p; s)(p · s; t)((p · s) · t):
Proposition 2.5. The following identities between (M; ·) and  hold; for all t ∈M and
v∈G:
em / v= em; em . v= emve−1m ; t . e = e; t / e = t;
(em; t) = em; t . e−1m = (t / e
−1
m ; em)
−1; (t / e−1m ) · em = t:
Proof. We have the factorisation emv = (emve−1m )em; where em ∈M and emve−1m ∈G.
Also te = et for e∈G and t ∈M . Next emt = (em; t)(em · t) = (em; t)t. Finally
t = te−1m em = (t . e
−1
m )(t / e
−1
m )em = (t . e
−1
m )(t / e
−1
m ; em)((t / e
−1
m ) · em):
This last proposition makes sense because em ∈G ∩ M . For situations where it is
convenient to forget about the original group X , and just concentrate on G and (M; ·),
we will use em ∈M for the left identity in (M; ·), and set fm = em ∈G.
Example 2.6. Take X to be the permutation group S3 of 3 objects {1; 2; 3}; and let
G be the non-normal subgroup {e; (12)}. Take the set of left coset representatives
M = {(12); (13); (23)}. The dot and  operation are given by the following tables;
where the row s column t entry corresponds to s · t or (s; t):
· (12) (13) (23)
(12) (12) (13) (23)
(13) (23) (12) (13)
(23) (13) (23) (12)
 (12) (13) (23)
(12) (12) (12) (12)
(13) (12) (12) (12)
(23) (12) (12) (12)
The fact that (M; ·) satis?es the right division property is just the condition that every
element of M appears exactly once in each column of the table for dot. In this case
we also see that every element of M appears exactly once in each row of the (M; ·)
table, so (M; ·) satis?es left division. However there is no right identity, so (M; ·) does
not form a group.
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Example 2.7. Take X to be the permutation group S3 of 3 objects {1; 2; 3}; and let
G be the non-normal subgroup {e; (23)}. Take the set of left coset representatives
M = {e; (132); (13)}. The operation / is given by the action of (23) on M swapping
(132) and (13). The operation . has all s . u= e except e . (23) = (23). The dot and
 operation are given by the following tables:
· e (132) (13)
e e (132) (13)
(132) (132) (13) (132)
(13) (13) e e
 e (132) (13)
e e e e
(132) e (23) (23)
(13) e (23) e
This time we see that (M; ·) does not satisfy left division, but does have a 2-sided
identity. As required, every element of M has a left inverse, but the operation of left
inverse is not 1–1, and (132) does not have a right inverse.
Example 2.8. Take X to be the dihedral group D6=〈x; y: x6=y2=e; xy=yx5〉; and G
to be the non-abelian normal subgroup of order 6 generated by x2 and y. We choose
M ={e; x}. The dot operation on M is given by e the 2-sided identity and x ·x=e. The
 function is given by (x; x) = x2; and all other combinations giving e. The operation
/ is trivial; and . is given by x acting on G= {e; x2; x4; y; yx2; yx4} as the permutation
(y; yx4; yx2); i.e. x.y=yx4 etc. Observe that though (M; ·) is a group; . is not a group
action.
Example 2.9. Take X to be the group S5 of permutations of the objects {1; 2; 3; 4; 5};
and G to be the subgroup ?xing the object 1. We choose M = {e; (12)(354); (14253);
(15234); (13245)}. If we set a=(12)(354); b=(14253); c=(15234) and d=(13245);
we get the tables:
· e a b c d
e e a b c d
a a e c d b
b b c d a e
c c d e b a
d d b a e c
 e a b c d
e e e e e e
a e (345) (2534) (2345) (2453)
b e (34) (354) (2345) (354)
c e (45) (354) (254) (2453)
d e (35) (2534) (354) (235)
We see that (M; ·) satis?es right and left division, that e is a 2-sided identity,
but that (M; ·) is not a group. The last example is just an application of a general
construction.
Theorem 2.10 (A modi?ed Cayley’s theorem). Any set F with a binary operation •
which has a left identity and right division can be imbedded in SF (the group of
permutations of F); as a set of left coset representatives for the subgroup G ⊂ SF
which 6xes the left identity.
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Proof. The function  :F → SF is de?ned by (g)(f •g)=f. Note that (g) is a 1–1
correspondence because (F; •) has right division.
Let eF be the left identity in (F; •), which is unique by right division. Take any
∈ SF , and set g=−1(eF). Then  =◦(g)−1 has the property that  (eF)=eF , i.e.
 ∈G. Further if  (g) = (f) for any  ∈G, then by applying (g)−1 −1 = (f)−1
to eF we see that g = f. We conclude that the image of  forms a set of left coset
representatives for the subgroup G.
Now consider the equation (f)(g) =  (h), for  ∈G. Applying the inverse of
each side to eF we see (g)−1((f)−1(eF)) = (g)−1(f) = f • g, so h = f • g as
required.
We would like to remove the dependence on the group X , and say that certain
conditions on G, (M; ·), , / and . are equivalent to the existence of the group X . To
this end, for the remainder of this section we forget how (M; ·) was constructed, and
just begin with a group G and a set with binary operation (M; ·).
Lemma 2.11. Suppose that the functions . :M ×G → G; / :M ×G → M and  :M ×
M → G satisfy the identities in (2.4). Then the binary operation on the set G ×M
de6ned by (u; s)(v; t) = (u(s . v)(s / v; t); (s / v) · t) is associative.
Proof. Left to the reader.
Proposition 2.12. Suppose that the functions . :M × G → G; / :M × G → M and
 :M × M → G satisfy the identities in (2.4). Suppose that there is a left identity
em ∈M for (M; ·) and an element fm ∈G so that for all t ∈M and v∈G;
em / v= em; em . v= fmvf−1m ; t . e = e; t / e = t;
(em; t) = fm; t . f−1m = (t / f
−1
m ; em)
−1; (t / f−1m ) · em = t:
Then the multiplication on the set G ×M de6ned in the previous proposition has a
2-sided identity (f−1m ; em).
If in addition we suppose that (M; ·) has left inverses (i.e. for every t ∈M there is
a tL ∈M so that tL · t = em), then G ×M has left inverses, de6ned by
(v; t)L = (f−1m (t
L; t)−1(tL . v−1); tL / v−1):
These properties imply that G ×M with the given structure is a group.
Proof. Left to the reader.
We can now imbed the group G in G × M by the map v → (vf−1m ; em), and M
in G × M by the map t → (e; t). Then we get the original situation with left coset
representatives.
Finally we suppose that the subgroup G of the group X is speci?ed, and ask if it is
possible to choose coset representatives M which have ‘nice’ properties.
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Example 2.13. Consider the group X = A4; the even permutations of four objects
{1; 2; 3; 4}; and the subgroup G = {e; (12)(34)}. The left cosets are {e; (12)(34)};
{(14)(23); (13)(24)}; {(243); (123)}; {(143); (132)}; {(142); (134)} and {(124); (234)}.
If we consider all the sets of coset representatives which give a 2-sided identity (i.e.
contain e as the representative of G in this case); we see that none of them satisfy left
division. (The number of cases to consider can be cut considerably by taking account
of automorphisms of A4 which ?x G.)
If left division holds for (M; ·), we have right inverses. However the existence of
right inverses is a considerably weaker property, as we now see.
Proposition 2.14. Suppose that X is a 6nite group; and that G is a subgroup of X .
We can choose left coset representatives M for G \ X (including e∈M) so that for
the binary operation · every element of M has a unique right inverse.
Proof. Considering double G-cosets in X ; for a given x∈X the map inverse is a 1–1
correspondence between GxG and Gx−1G; and switches left and right G-cosets. The
number of left G-cosets contained in GxG is n= |GxG|=|G|; which is the same as the
number of right cosets. We either have the case GxG=Gx−1G or GxG ∩Gx−1G= ∅.
Suppose we have the case GxG ∩ Gx−1G = ∅. The left cosets can be labelled Gxvi
and the right cosets uixG for ui; vi ∈G and i = 1; : : : ; n. If si = uixvi, we have the
disjoint unions ∪iGsi = ∪isiG = GxG. By taking inverses we get the disjoint unions
∪iGs−1i = ∪is−1i G = Gx−1G. We take the left coset representatives si and s−1i for
i= 1; : : : ; n to be included in M , and proceed to consider the rest of the double cosets
in X after excluding GxG and Gx−1G.
Suppose we have the case GxG = Gx−1G. For the special double coset G choose
the representative s= e. In general there are u; v∈G so that x−1 = uxv. The left cosets
in GxG can be labelled Gxvi for vi ∈G and i = 1; : : : ; n. If we set si = v−1i uxvi, then
we have the disjoint union ∪iGsi = GxG. Now s−1i = v−1i uxvu−1vi = siv−1i vu−1vi, so
s2i ∈G. We choose the left coset representatives si to be included in M , and proceed
to consider the rest of the double cosets in X after excluding GxG.
Now continue for all the double cosets in X . We build up a collection of left coset
representatives M for all of X so that for s∈M either s2 ∈G or s−1 ∈M . We conclude
that every element of M has at least one right inverse. By counting and uniqueness of
left inverses, we conclude that the right inverses are unique.
3. A tensor category
Denition 3.1. Given a subgroup G of a ?nite group X ; the category C consists of all
?nite dimensional vector spaces over a ?eld k; whose objects are right representations
of the group G and possess G \ X -gradings; i.e. an object V decomposes as a direct
sum of subspaces V =
⊕
p∈G\X Vp; with a compatibility condition between the action
and the grading; given as follows: If '∈Vp for some p∈G \ X we say that ' is a
homogenous element of V ; with grade 〈'〉=p. In our formulae in this paper we shall
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usually assume that we have chosen homogenous elements of the relevant objects; as
the general elements are just linear combinations of the homogenous elements. We
write the action for the representation as L/ :V ×G → V . The compatibility condition is
〈'L/u〉= 〈'〉/u; where the action / :G \X ×G → G \X is given by right multiplication.
The morphisms are linear maps which preserve both the grading and the action,
i.e. for a morphism ( :V → V˜ we have 〈((')〉 = 〈'〉 and ((')L/u = (('L/u) for all
homogenous '∈V and u∈G.
We would like to make C into a tensor category, and to do this we use the algebraic
structures discussed in the last section. Take a set of left coset representatives M for
the subgroup G of X . We again take em to be the left identity in M and fm to be
the corresponding element in G. If the reader wishes, the situation can be simpli?ed
if e∈M , as then em =fm = e. We shall identify the set of representatives M with the
set of cosets G \ X .
Proposition 3.2. Given a set of coset representatives M; we can make C into a tensor
category by taking V ⊗W to be the usual vector space tensor product; with actions
and gradings given by
〈'⊗ *〉= 〈'〉 · 〈*〉 and ('⊗ *)L/u= 'L/(〈*〉 . u)⊗ *L/u:
For morphisms ( :V → V˜ and  :W → W˜ we de6ne the morphism (⊗  :V ⊗W →
V˜ ⊗ W˜ by ((⊗)('⊗ *) = ((')⊗(*); which is just the usual vector space formula.
The identity for the tensor operation is just the vector space k with trivial G-action
and grade em ∈M . For any object V the morphisms lV :V → V ⊗ k and rV :V →
k ⊗V are given by the formulae lV (')= 'L/f−1m ⊗ 1 and rV (')=1⊗ ', where 1 is the
multiplicative identity in k.
The associator -UVW : (U ⊗ V )⊗W → U ⊗ (V ⊗W ) is given by
-(('⊗ *)⊗ /) = 'L/(〈*〉; 〈/〉)⊗ (*⊗ /):
Proof. We must check that 〈('⊗*)L/u〉= 〈'⊗*〉/u; which is automatic from the usual
identities (2.4). Also we have to check that (('⊗ *)L/u)L/v=('⊗ *)L/uv; which is again
simple from the identities. It is also straightforward to check that (⊗ is a morphism
in C.
Now we must check that the maps lV and rV are morphisms in C. We have
('L/f−1m ⊗ 1)L/u= 'L/f−1m (〈1〉 . u)⊗ 1L/u= 'L/f−1m (em . u)⊗ 1 = 'L/uf−1m ⊗ 1;
(1⊗ ')L/u= 1L/(〈'〉 . u)⊗ 'L/u= 1⊗ 'L/u:
For the grades we note that (〈'〉L/f−1m ) · em = 〈'〉 and em · 〈'〉= 〈'〉, using (2.5).
Next we must check that - preserves the grading. This is just the identity
(〈'〉 · 〈*〉) · 〈/〉= (〈'〉 / (〈*〉; 〈/〉)) · (〈*〉 · 〈/〉):
Now we check that the G action commutes with the associator. Begin with L/u
(('⊗ *)⊗ /)L/u= ('L/(〈*〉 . (〈/〉 . u))⊗ *L/(〈/〉 . u))⊗ /L/u
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and apply - to get
'L/(〈*〉 . (〈/〉 . u))(〈*〉 / (〈/〉 . u); 〈/〉 / u)⊗ (*L/(〈/〉 . u)⊗ /L/u):
Applying - ?rst and then L/u we get
('L/(〈*〉; 〈/〉)⊗ (*⊗ /))L/u= 'L/(〈*〉; 〈/〉)(〈*〉 · 〈/〉 . u)⊗ (*L/(〈/〉 . u)⊗ /L/u);
which is identical to the ?rst expression by the usual identities.
Now we must check that - obeys the pentagon condition, which states that the
following two re-bracketings are the same:
((V ⊗W )⊗ Z)⊗ U → (V ⊗W )⊗ (Z ⊗ U ) → V ⊗ (W ⊗ (Z ⊗ U ));
((V ⊗W )⊗ Z)⊗ U → (V ⊗ (W ⊗ Z))⊗ U → V ⊗ ((W ⊗ Z)⊗ U )
→ V ⊗ (W ⊗ (Z ⊗ U )):
We apply these operations to (('⊗ *)⊗ /)⊗ 1, giving
(('⊗ *)⊗ /)⊗ 1 → ('⊗ *)L/(〈/〉; 〈1〉)⊗ (/⊗ 1)
= ('L/(〈*〉 . (〈/〉; 〈1〉))⊗ *L/(〈/〉; 〈1〉))⊗ (/⊗ 1)
→ 'L/(〈*〉 . (〈/〉; 〈1〉))(〈*〉 / (〈/〉; 〈1〉); 〈/〉 · 〈1〉)
⊗(*L/(〈/〉; 〈1〉)⊗ (/⊗ 1));
(('⊗ *)⊗ /)⊗ 1 → ('L/(〈*〉; 〈/〉)⊗ (*⊗ /))⊗ 1
→ 'L/(〈*〉; 〈/〉)(〈*〉 · 〈/〉; 〈1〉)⊗ ((*⊗ /)⊗ 1)
→ 'L/(〈*〉; 〈/〉)(〈*〉 · 〈/〉; 〈1〉)⊗ (*L/(〈/〉; 〈1〉)⊗ (/⊗ 1)):
These are the same by the usual identities.
We must check the triangle identity, that is the maps id⊗r and -◦(l⊗id) :V⊗W →
V ⊗ (k ⊗W ) are the same.
(id ⊗ r)('⊗ *) = '⊗ (1⊗ *);
- ◦ (l⊗ id)('⊗ *) = -(('L/f−1m ⊗ 1)⊗ *) = 'L/f−1m (〈1〉; 〈*〉)⊗ (1⊗ *):
These are the same as (〈1〉; 〈*〉) = (em; 〈*〉) = fm, from (2.5).
Finally we check that condition that - is a natural transformation, i.e. that the
following diagram commutes,
(U ⊗ V )⊗W -UVW−−−−−→ U ⊗ (V ⊗W )
 ( ⊗()⊗
  ⊗((⊗)
(U˜ ⊗ V˜ )⊗ W˜ -U˜V˜ W˜−−−−−→ U˜ ⊗ (V˜ ⊗ W˜ )
;
where
(( ⊗ ()⊗ )(('⊗ *)⊗ 2) = ( (')⊗ ((*))⊗ (2);
( ⊗ ((⊗ ))('⊗ (*⊗ 2)) =  (')⊗ (((*)⊗ (2)):
This is simple to check, remembering that the morphisms preserve the grade and
action.
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4. A rigid tensor category
Take a group X with subgroup G, and a set of left coset representatives M which
contains e. We suppose that (M; ·) has right inverses, i.e. for every s∈M there is an
sR ∈M so that s · sR = e.
Take a decomposition of an object V in C according to the grading, i.e. V=
⊕
s∈M Vs,
where '∈Vs corresponds to 〈'〉= s. Now take the dual vector space V ′, and set
V ′sL = {4∈V ′ : 4|Vt = 0 ∀t = s}:
Then V ′=
⊕
s∈M V
′
sL , and we de?ne 〈4〉=sL when 4∈V ′sL . The evaluation map ev :V ′⊗
V → k is de?ned by ev(4; ') = 4('). We have designed the grading on V ′ so that
this map preserves gradings. Now considering the action L/u, if we apply evaluation
to 4L/(〈'〉 . u) ⊗ 'L/u we should get 4(')L/u = 4('). To do this we de?ne (4L/(〈'〉 .
u))('L/u) = 4('), or if we put *= 'L/u,
(4L/((〈*〉 / u−1) . u))(*) = 4(*L/u−1) = (4L/(〈*〉 . u−1)−1)(*): (1)
If we rearrange this to give 4 / v we get the following formula.
(4L/v)(*) = 4(*L/(〈*〉L; 〈*〉)−1(〈*〉L . v−1)(〈*〉L / v−1; (〈*〉L / v−1)R)): (2)
To de?ne the coevaluation map we take a basis {'} of each Vs, and a corresponding
dual basis {'ˆ} of each V ′sL , i.e. *ˆ(') = 5';*. Then we put these bases together for all
s∈M , and de?ne
coev(1) =
∑
'∈basis
'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1 ⊗ 'ˆ:
Proposition 4.1. The coevaluation map de6ned above is a morphism in C.
Proof. First show that each summand in the coevaluation has grade e. If we put s=〈'〉;
we have to show that (s / (sL; s)−1) · sL = e. If we apply ·s to (s / (sL; s)) · sL we get
((s / (sL; s)−1) · sL) · s= s · (sL · s) = s · e = s;
so using right division shows that (s / (sL; s)−1) · sL = e as required.
It is reasonably easy to see that the map is independent of the choice of basis. If
we apply L/u to the coevaluation, we get
coev(1)L/u=
∑
'
'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1(〈'〉L . u)⊗ 'ˆL/u:
Now de?ne a new basis by * = 'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1(〈'〉L . u)(〈'〉L / u; (〈'〉L / u)R). We
see that (4L/u−1)(') = 4(*), so the dual basis is given by 'ˆ= *ˆL/u−1. Now if we write
the coevaluation in terms of the new basis we get
coev(1) =
∑
*
*L/(〈*〉L; 〈*〉)−1 ⊗ *ˆ:
Since 〈*ˆ〉= 〈'ˆ〉 / u, we see that (〈*〉L; 〈*〉)= (〈'〉L / u; (〈'〉L / u)R), so the expressions
for coev(1)L/u and coev(1) in the new basis coincide. We conclude that the action is
trivial on coev(1) as required.
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Now we need to check the consistency of the evaluation, coevaluation and associator.
Consider the maps, for a homogeneous basis element *:
* coev⊗I→
∑
'
('L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1 ⊗ 'ˆ)⊗ *
-→
∑
'
'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1(〈'〉L; 〈*〉)⊗ ('ˆ⊗ *)
I⊗eval→
∑
'
'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1(〈'〉L; 〈*〉)5';* = *;
*ˆ I⊗coev→
∑
'
*ˆ⊗ ('L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1 ⊗ 'ˆ)
-−1→
∑
'
(*ˆL/(〈'〉 / (〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1; 〈'〉L)−1 ⊗ 'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1)⊗ 'ˆ: (3)
Now we use the calculation
e= 〈'〉(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1〈'〉L = (〈'〉 . (〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1)(〈'〉 / (〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1)〈'〉L
= (〈'〉 . (〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1)(〈'〉 / (〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1; 〈'〉L)((〈'〉 / (〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1) · 〈'〉L);
to rewrite the last line of (3) as
-−1→
∑
'
(*ˆL/(〈'〉 . (〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1)⊗ 'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1)⊗ 'ˆ
eval⊗I→
∑
'
5';* ⊗ 'ˆ= *ˆ:
Example 4.2. Here we give an example where (M; ·) does not have right inverses, and
show that there is a problem with duals. Take the vector space V =kM in C with basis
the elements of M . The grade of each basis element is just the corresponding element
of M , and the right G action on kM just permutes the basis elements according to the
right action of G on M . Note that to have (I ⊗ eval) ◦ - ◦ (coev ⊗ I) :V → V being
the identity we cannot have a nonzero '∈V which is annihilated by all elements of
V ′.
Now consider Example 2.7, and suppose that duals exist. Then we can write coev(1)=
e⊗e+(13)⊗(13)+(13)⊗(132), where s ∈V ′ has grade s∈M . Now for all 4∈V ′,
4= (eval⊗ I)-−1(I ⊗ coev)(4)
= (eval⊗ I)((4⊗ e)⊗ e + (4⊗ (13))⊗ (13) + (4L/(23)⊗ (13))⊗ (132));
so V ′ can be at most 3 dimensional. We must have elements in V ′ of grades e and
(13), as there have to be elements which are non-zero when evaluated against e and
(13) in V . As the right action of (23)∈G on M swaps (13) and (132), we must have
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a basis of V ′ given by  e,  (13) and  (132) =  (13) L/(23), with grades e, (13) and (132),
respectively. By looking at the grades, it follows that eval( (132)⊗ *)=0 for all *∈V .
This means that there must be a nonzero '∈V which is annihilated by all elements
of V ′.
It follows that in Example 2.7, kM cannot have a dual in C which satis?es the
rigidity properties.
5. The dependence on the choice of representatives
For a given subgroup G of a group X we can choose diHerent sets of representatives
M and M for the left cosets. These are related by an arbitrary function 8 :G \ X →
G, so that if s∈M then 8([s])s∈M . We now have two sets of binary operations,
‘cocycles’ and left ‘actions’. We write these as · and · :G \X ×G \X → G \X ,  and
 :G \ X ×G \ X → G, and . and . :G \ X ×G → G for M and M , respectively. The
right action / in both cases is the canonical right action by G on G \X . The following
equations connect the diHerent operations:
t.u= 8(t)(t . u)8(t / u)−1; s·t = (s / 8(t)) · t;
(s; t) = 8(s)(s . 8(t))(s / 8(t); t)8((s / 8(t)) · t)−1: (4)
Strictly speaking we should have phrased the last equations in terms of cosets [s]=Gs
instead of representatives.
In the category C the tensor structure given by M shall be called ⊗ as usual, and the
tensor structure given by M shall be called ⊗. We de?ne maps FVW :V⊗W → V ⊗W
by F('⊗*) = 'L/8(〈*〉) ⊗ *, and this gives an equivalence of the two tensor product
structures. First we check that F gives a morphism in C. The fact that F preserves the
G \ X degree is just the equation for the binary operation in (4). For the G action we
use
F('⊗*)L/u= 'L/8(〈*〉)(〈*〉 . u)⊗ *L/u= 'L/(〈*〉.u)8(〈*〉 / u)⊗ *L/u= F(('⊗*)L/u):
Next we consider morphisms ( :V → V˜ and  :W → W˜ in C, and check that the
following diagram commutes, a fairly simple procedure:
V⊗W (⊗−−−−−→ V˜⊗W˜
 FVW
 FV˜W˜
V ⊗W (⊗−−−−−→ V˜ ⊗ W˜
:
Now we must check that F preserves the associators, i.e. that the following diagram
commutes:
(U⊗V )⊗W -−−−−−→ U⊗(V⊗W )
 (FUV⊗id)◦FU⊗V;W
 (id⊗FVW )◦FU;V⊗W
(U ⊗ V )⊗W -−−−−−→ U ⊗ (V ⊗W )
:
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This is essentially the relation between  and  in (4). The unit objects are the same
for both tensor structures. We also need to check that the following diagrams commute,
another fairly easy procedure:
V
l−−−−−→ V⊗k
 id
 FVk
V l−−−−−→ V ⊗ k
V
r−−−−−→ k⊗V
 id
 FkV
V r−−−−−→ k ⊗ V
Now we turn to the de?nition of the dual of an object V in C, so we use the
assumptions of the section on the rigid tensor category structure, which are that the
coset representatives include e and have right inverses. As X is taken to be a ?nite
group, this implies that the left inverse map is 1–1, i.e. that if sL = tL then s= t. The
dual V ′ is the dual vector space, but the G \ X grading and G action depend on M .
Remember that if 4∈V ′ annihilates all Vp for p = q∈G \X , then it has grade qL, but
the left inverse depends on the choice of M . To avoid confusion, we call V ′ the dual
for the coset representatives M , and use 〈〉 and L/ for the grading and actions on V ′.
Proposition 5.1. The map HV :V ′ → V ′ de6ned by HV (4) = 4L/8(q)−1; where 4∈V ′
annihilates all Vp for p = q∈G \ X ; is a morphism in C.
Proof. In V ′; 4 has grade qL; where qL·q= e. In V ′; 4L/8(q)−1 has grade qL / 8(q)−1;
and these are equal by the equations in (4). By de?nition of the action; if '∈V with
〈'〉= q (the only non-vanishing case); we have for all u∈G
(4L/(q.u))('L/u) = 4(') = (4L/(q . u))('L/u)
and by using the equations in (4);
(4L/8(q)(q . u)8(q / u)−1)('L/u) = (4L/(q . u))('L/u):
We deduce that 4L/8(q)(q . u)8(q / u)−1 = 4L/(q . u) as elements of the vector space V ′.
Now; as required;
H (4L/8(q)(q . u)8(q / u)−1) = (4L/8(q)(q . u)8(q / u)−1)L/8(q / u)−1
=H (4)L/8(q)(q . u)8(q / u)−1:
Proposition 5.2. The following diagrams commute:
V ′⊗V eval−−−−−→ k
 FV ′V◦(HV⊗id)
 id
V ′ ⊗ V eval−−−−−→ k
;
k
coev−−−−−→ V⊗V ′
 id
 FVV ′◦(id⊗HV )
k coev−−−−−→ V ⊗ V ′
:
Proof. Suppose that 4∈V ′ annihilates all Vp for p = q∈G \ X . Then
eval(FV ′V ((HV ⊗ id)(4⊗'))) = eval(FV ′V (4L/8(q)−1⊗')) = (4L/8(q)−18(〈'〉))('):
This can only be non-zero if qL·〈'〉 = e; and since left inverse is 1–1; this implies
〈'〉= q; and then we have eval(4⊗') = 4(') as required.
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For coevaluations, we start with coev(1)=
∑
'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1⊗'ˆ, where the sum is
over a homogenous basis ' of V , and 'ˆ is the dual basis element corresponding to '.
Then
FVV ′((id ⊗ HV )('L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1⊗'ˆ))
=FVV ′('L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1⊗'ˆL/8(〈'〉)−1)
= 'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−18(〈'〉L / 8(〈'〉)−1)⊗ 'ˆL/8(〈'〉)−1
= 'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1(〈'〉L . 8(〈'〉))−1 ⊗ 'ˆL/8(〈'〉)−1
= 'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1(〈'〉L . 8(〈'〉)−1)⊗ 'ˆL/8(〈'〉)−1
= ('L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1 ⊗ 'ˆ)L/8(〈'〉)−1:
We can show that the sum of this over the basis is coev(1) by evaluating it against a
homogenous element * of V . We use the notation
coevp(1) =
∑
':〈'〉=p
'L/(〈'〉L; 〈'〉)−1 ⊗ 'ˆ:
Then, if we take the unique s∈G \ X with sL · 〈*〉= sL / 8(s)−1 · 〈*〉= e, then
(id ⊗ eval) ◦ -(FVV ′((id ⊗ HV )(coev(1)))⊗ *)
= (id ⊗ eval) ◦ -(coevs(1)L/8(s)−1 ⊗ *):
We can also write this as
(id ⊗ eval) ◦ -(coev(1)L/8(s)−1 ⊗ *);
as the other terms in the coevaluation give zero. But since coevaluation is a morphism,
this is
(id ⊗ eval) ◦ -(coev(1)⊗ *) = *:
6. An algebra in the tensor category
Take a group X with subgroup G, and a set of left coset representatives M which
contains e. We assume that (M; ·) has the left division property, i.e. for all t; s∈M
there is a unique solution p∈M to the equation s · p= t.
We can combine the group action and the grading in the de?nition of C by consid-
ering a single object A, a vector space spanned by a basis 5s ⊗ u for s∈M and u∈G.
We suppose that A is in the category C, and de?ne a map L/ :V ⊗ A → V (for V any
object of C) by
'L/(5s ⊗ u) = 5s;〈'〉'L/u:
If this map is to be a morphism in the category we must have 〈'〉 · 〈5s ⊗ u〉 = 〈'L/u〉
if 〈'〉= s, i.e. s · 〈5s ⊗ u〉= s / u. This can be solved uniquely for 〈5s ⊗ u〉 in (M; ·) by
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left division. The action of v∈G is given by (using a= 〈5s ⊗ u〉)
(5s ⊗ u)L/v= 5s/(a.v) ⊗ (a . v)−1uv: (5)
Proposition 6.1. The action and grading on A are consistent. Further L/ :V ⊗H → V
is a morphism in C; for V any object of C.
Proof. First we check that 〈(5s ⊗ u)L/v〉= 〈5s ⊗ u〉 / v. If we set b= 〈(5s ⊗ u)L/v〉 then
from (5); (s / (a . v)) · b= s / uv; where a= 〈5s ⊗ u〉. If we apply /v to the equation
s · 〈5s ⊗ u〉= s / u and use the uniqueness of the result of the left division process; we
see b= 〈5s ⊗ u〉 / v.
The grading on A was de?ned so that L/ preserved the grades, so we only have to
check the G-action. If we set a= 〈5s ⊗ u〉 again, then
('⊗ (5s ⊗ u))L/v= 'L/(a . v)⊗ (5s/(a.v) ⊗ (a . v)−1uv)
and applying L/ to this gives
5〈'〉/(a.v); s/(a.v)'L/uv;
which is just ('L/(5s ⊗ u))L/v as required.
We would now like to give A a multiplication so that L/ becomes an action of the
algebra A. Note that the result is not the usual semi-direct product multiplication.
Proposition 6.2. The formula for the product ; for A in C consistent with action
above is
(5s ⊗ u)(5t ⊗ v) = 5t; s/u5s/(a;b) ⊗ (a; b)−1uv;
where a= 〈5s ⊗ u〉 and b= 〈5t ⊗ v〉.
Proof. We want the following equation to hold; remembering to use - when we change
the bracketing:
('L/(5s ⊗ u))L/(5t ⊗ v) = ('L/(a; b))L/((5s ⊗ u)(5t ⊗ v)); (6)
where a= 〈5s ⊗ u〉 and b= 〈5t ⊗ v〉. Now
('L/(5s ⊗ u))L/(5t ⊗ v) = 5s;〈'〉('L/u)L/(5t ⊗ v) = 5s;〈'〉5t;〈'〉/u'L/uv
and the two sides of (6) agree by de?nition of the product above.
Proposition 6.3. Multiplication ; :A⊗A → A is an associative morphism in C. There
is an identity I for the multiplication and an algebra map < :A → k in the category;
given by
I =
∑
t
5t ⊗ e; <(5s ⊗ u) = 5s;e:
In terms of the action of A on objects in C; the identity I has the trivial action on
all objects. The action of h∈A on the object k is just multiplication by <(h); and
<(I) = 1.
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Proof. Begin by checking that ; is a morphism. Set * = 5s ⊗ u; ' = 5t ⊗ v; a = 〈*〉
and b = 〈'〉. For the grading; note that by de?nition s · a = s / u; t · b = t / v and
(s / (a; b)) · 〈*'〉= s / uv; under the assumption that s / u= t. But then (s ·a) ·b= s / uv;
so (s / (a; b)) · (a · b) = s / uv and we deduce that 〈*'〉 = a · b. Now we check the
action:
(*⊗ ')L/w = (5s/(a.(b.w)) ⊗ (a . (b . w))−1u(b . w))⊗ (5t/(b.w) ⊗ (b . w)−1vw)
and multiplying these together gives
5t; s/u5s/(a;b)(a·b.w) ⊗ (a · b . w)−1(a; b)−1uvw;
which is the same as (*')L/w.
Now check associativity. Set a= 〈5s ⊗ u〉, b= 〈5t ⊗ v〉 and c = 〈5r ⊗ w〉. Then
((5s ⊗ u)(5t ⊗ v))(5r ⊗ w) = 5t; s/u(5s/(a;b) ⊗ (a; b)−1uv)(5r ⊗ w)
= 5t; s/u5r; s/uv5s/(a;b)(a·b;c)
⊗(a · b; c)−1(a; b)−1uvw;
((5s ⊗ u)L/(b; c))((5t ⊗ v)(5r ⊗ w)) = 5r; t/v(5s/(a.(b;c)) ⊗ (a . (b; c))−1u(b; c))
(5t/(b;c) ⊗ (b; c)−1vw)
= 5t; s/u5r; s/uv5s/(a.(b;c))(a/(b;c); b·c)
⊗(a / (b; c); b · c)−1(a . (b; c))−1uvw
and these are equal by standard identities on .
For the identity, note that 〈I〉 = e, which is required as strictly the identity is a
morphism: k → A in the category. The rest is standard.
7. A braided tensor category
We could apply the tensor category doubling construction (as explained in [9]) to
the previous category to obtain a new braided category, but here we will use a more
specialised construction. This construction is equivalent to a doubling construction on
the group and coset representatives, as we shall see in the next section.
Take a group X with subgroup G, and a set of left coset representatives M which
contains e. After the manner of the category C we construct another category D. The
objects of D are M -graded right representations of G obeying the compatibility condi-
tion, but with the additional structures of a function L. :M × V → V and a G-grading,
written |'| ∈G for ' in every object V in the category D. We require the following
connections between the gradings and actions:
|*L/u|= (〈*〉 . u)−1|*|u; s · 〈*〉= 〈s L.*〉 · (s / |*|);
(s; 〈*〉)−1(s . |*|) = (〈s L.*〉; s / |*|)−1|s L.*|: (7)
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The operation L. is an ‘action’ of M , which we de?ne to mean that t L. :V → V is linear
for all objects V and all t ∈M , and that
p L.(t L.2) = (p′ · t L.2)L/(p′ / (t . |2|); t / |2|)−1; (8)
where p′ =p / (〈t L.2〉; t / |2|)(t; 〈2〉)−1. We also require a cross relation between the
two actions,
(s L.*)L/((s / |*|) . u) = (s / (〈*〉 . u)) L.(*L/u): (9)
The morphisms in the category D are linear maps preserving both gradings and both
actions.
Lemma 7.1. The connections between the gradings and the actions are given by the
following factorisations in X :
|s L.*|−1〈s L.*〉= (s / |*|)|*|−1〈*〉(s / |*|)−1;
|*L/u|−1〈*L/u〉= u−1|*|−1〈*〉u:
Proof. Directly from the conditions above.
Now we would like to make D into a tensor category. To do this we give the
G-grading and action of M on tensor products, and show that the associator is a
morphism. We de?ne
|'⊗ *|= (〈'〉; 〈*〉)−1|'‖*|;
(s / (〈*〉; 〈2〉)) L.(*⊗ 2) = (s L.*)L/(s / |*|; 〈2〉)(〈(s / |*|) L.2〉; s / |*‖2|)−1
⊗(s / |*|) L.2: (10)
Lemma 7.2. The gradings on the tensor product of objects V ⊗W are given by the
following factorisation in X : |'⊗ *|−1〈'⊗ *〉= |*|−1|'|−1〈'〉〈*〉.
Proof. Left to the reader.
Proposition 7.3. The gradings on the tensor product are consistent with the actions;
as speci6ed in (7.1).
Proof. First we check the G-action. From (7.2); for all u∈G;
|'L/(〈*〉 . u)⊗ *L/u|−1〈'L/(〈*〉 . u)⊗ *L/u〉
=|*L/u|−1|'L/(〈*〉 . u)|−1〈'L/(〈*〉 . u)〉〈*L/u〉
=|*L/u|−1(〈*〉 . u)−1|'|−1〈'〉(〈*〉 . u)〈*L/u〉
=u−1|*|−1|'|−1〈'〉〈*〉u:
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Now we check the M action by considering the grades of (s / (〈*〉; 〈2〉)) L.(*⊗ 2).
We set u= (s / |*|; 〈2〉)(〈(s / |*|) L.2〉; s / |*‖2|)−1.
|(sL.*)L/u⊗ (s / |*|)L.2|−1〈(sL.*)L/u⊗ (s / |*|)L.2〉
=|(s / |*|)L.2|−1|(sL.*)L/u|−1〈(sL.*)L/u〉〈(s / |*|)L.2〉
=|(s / |*|)L.2|−1u−1|sL.*|−1〈sL.*〉u〈(s / |*|)L.2〉
=|(s / |*|)L.2|−1u−1(s / |*|)|*|−1〈*〉(s / |*|)−1u〈(s / |*|)L.2〉:
Now use the fact from (7) that u|(s / |*|)L.2|= (s / |*|) . |2| to get
|(sL.*)L/u⊗ (s / |*|)L.2|−1〈(sL.*)L/u⊗ (s / |*|)L.2〉
=((s / |*|) . |2|)−1(s / |*|)|*|−1〈*〉(s / |*|)−1
((s / |*|) . |2|)|(s / |*|)L.2|−1〈(s / |*|)L.2〉
=((s / |*|) . |2|)−1(s / |*|)|*|−1〈*〉(s / |*|)−1
((s / |*|) . |2|)(s / |*‖2|)|2|−1〈2〉(s / |*‖2|)−1
= (s / |*‖2|)|2|−1|*|−1〈*〉〈2〉(s / |*‖2|)−1
= (s / (〈*〉; 〈2〉)|*⊗ 2|)|2|−1|*|−1〈*〉〈2〉(s / (〈*〉; 〈2〉)|*⊗ 2|)−1:
Lemma 7.4. The function L. applied to V⊗W satis6es condition (8) to be an M -action;
and L. and L/ satisfy the cross relation (9) on V ⊗W .
Proof. Set a= 〈'〉 and b= 〈*〉; and begin with the cross relation; with the following
formula derived from the left-hand side of (9):
((s / (a; b))L.('⊗ *))L/((s / (a; b)|'⊗ *|) . u)
= ((sL.')L/v⊗ (s / |'|)L.*)L/((s / |'‖*|) . u)
= (sL.')L/v(〈(s / |'|)L.*〉 . ((s / |'‖*|) . u))⊗ ((s / |'|)L.*)L/((s / |'‖*|) . u)
= (sL.')L/(s / |'|; b)(〈(s / |'|)L.*〉 · (s / |'‖*|) . u)(〈(s / |'|)L.*〉 /
((s / |'‖*|) . u); s / |'‖*|u)−1 ⊗ (s / |'|(b . u))L.(*L/u)
= (sL.')L/(s / |'|; b)((s / |'|) · b . u)(〈(s / |'|)L.*〉 / ((s / |'‖*|) . u);
s / |'‖*|u)−1 ⊗ (s / |'|(b . u))L.(*L/u); (11)
where v=(s/ |'|; b)(〈(s/ |'|)L.*〉; s/ |'‖*|)−1. This should be the same as the formula
derived from the right-hand side of (9):
(s / (a; b)(a · b . u))L.(('⊗ *)L/u) = (s / (a; b)(a · b . u))L.('L/(b . u)⊗ *L/u)
= (t L.('L/(b . u)))L/w ⊗ (t / |'L/(b . u)|)L.(*L/u);
(12)
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where we have set
t = s / (a; b)(a · b . u)(a / (b . u); b / u)−1 = s / (a . (b . u));
w = (t / |'L/(b . u)|; b / u)(〈(t / |'L/(b . u)|)L.(*L/u)〉; t / |'L/(b . u)‖*L/u|)−1:
Now we can simplify some pieces of (12):
t / |'L/(b . u)|= t / (a . (b . u))−1|'|(b . u) = s / |'|(b . u);
t L.('L/(b . u)) = (s / (a . (b . u)))L.('L/(b . u)) = (sL.')L/((s / |'|) . (b . u))
= (sL.')L/(s / |'|; b)((s / |'|) · b . u)(s / |'|(b . u); b / u)−1;
w= (s / |'|(b . u); b / u)(〈(s / |'|(b . u))L.(*L/u)〉;
s / |'|(b . u)|*L/u|)−1
= (s / |'|(b . u); b / u)(〈((s / |'|)L.*)L/((s / |'‖*|) . u)〉;
s / |'‖*|u)−1:
Substituting these in (12) gives the same result as (11); as required.
Now we check the condition for the M -action. Begin with
(p / (〈sL.'〉 / v; 〈(s / |'|)L.*〉))L.((s / (a; b))L.('⊗ *))
= (p / (〈sL.'〉 / v; 〈(s / |'|)L.*〉))L.((sL.')L/v⊗ (s / |'|)L.*)
= (pL.((sL.')L/v))L/z ⊗ (p / |(sL.')L/v|)L.((s / |'|)L.*); (13)
where we have set
z = (p / |(sL.')L/v|; 〈(s / |'|)L.*〉)(〈(p / |(sL.')L/v|)L.((s / |'|)L.*)〉;
p / |(sL.')L/v‖(s / |'|)L.*|)−1:
We wish to show that (13) is the same as
(p′ · (s / (a; b))L.('⊗ *))L/(p′ / ((s / (a; b)) . |'⊗ *|); s / (a; b)|'⊗ *|)−1
= (p′ · (s / (a; b))L.('⊗ *))L/(p′ / (s . (a; b))−1(s . |'‖*|); s / |'‖*|)−1;
(14)
where we have set
p′ =p / (〈sL.'〉 / v; 〈(s / |'|)L.*〉)(〈(s / (a; b))L.('⊗ *)〉;
s / (a; b)|'⊗ *|)(s / (a; b); a · b)−1
=p / ((〈sL.'〉 / v) . (〈(s / |'|)L.*〉; s / |'‖*|))
(〈sL.'〉/v(〈(s/|'|)L.*〉; s / |'‖*|); 〈(s / |'|)L.*〉·s / |'‖*|)(s / (a; b); a·b)−1
=p / ((〈sL.'〉 / v) . v−1(s / |'|; b))(〈sL.'〉 / (s / |'|; b);
(s / |'|) · b)(s / (a; b); a · b)−1
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=p / (〈sL.'〉 . v)−1(〈sL.'〉 . (s / |'|; b))(〈sL.'〉 / (s / |'|; b);
(s / |'|) · b)(s / (a; b); a · b)−1
=p / (〈sL.'〉 . v)−1(〈sL.'〉; s / |'|)(〈sL.'〉 · (s / |'|); b)(s / (a; b); a · b)−1
=p / (〈sL.'〉 . v)−1(〈sL.'〉; s / |'|)(s · a; b)(s / (a; b); a · b)−1
=p / (〈sL.'〉 . v)−1(〈sL.'〉; s / |'|)(s; a)−1(s . (a; b)):
If we put p′′ = p / (〈sL.'〉 . v)−1(〈sL.'〉; s / |'|)(s; a)−1 then (14) becomes
(((p′′ · s) / (a; b))L.('⊗ *))L/(p′′ / (s . |'‖*|); s / |'‖*|)−1
= ((p′′ · sL.')L/u′ ⊗ ((p′′ · s) / |'|)L.*)L/(p′′ / (s . |'‖*|); s / |'‖*|)−1; (15)
where u′ = ((p′′ · s) / |'|; b)(〈((p′′ · s) / |'|)L.*〉; (p′′ · s) / |'‖*|)−1. We can simplify
matters by
|(sL.')L/v|= (〈sL.'〉 . v)−1|sL.'|v;
(p / |(sL.')L/v|)L.((s / |'|)L.*) = (q · (s / |'|)L.*)L/(q / ((s / |'|) . |*|); s / |'‖*|)−1
= (((p′′·s)/|'|)L.*)L/(q / ((s / |'|).|*|); s/|'‖*|)−1;
pL.((sL.')L/v) = (cL.(sL.'))L/((c / |sL.'|) . v)
= (p′′ · sL.')L/(p′′ / (s . |'|); s / |'|)−1((c / |sL.'|) . v)
= (p′′ · sL.')L/(q; s / |'|)−1(q . v);
where c = p / (〈sL.'〉 . v)−1 and
q=p / |(sL.')L/v|(〈(s / |'|)L.*〉; s / |'‖*|)(s / |'|; b)−1
=p / (〈sL.'〉 . v)−1|sL.'|= p′′ / (s . |'|):
Now we can rewrite (13) as
((p′′ · s)L.')L/(q; s / |'|)−1(q . v)z ⊗ ((p′′ · s) / |'|)L.*)L/
(q / ((s / |'|) . |*|); s / |'‖*|)−1;
so all we have to do now to show that this is equal to (15) is to check that
u′(〈((p′′ · s) / |'|)L.*〉 . (p′′ / (s . |'‖*|); s / |'‖*|)−1) = (q; s / |'|)−1(q . v)z:
(16)
To simplify what follows we shall use the substitutions
f = 〈((p′′ · s) / |'|)L.*〉; n= 〈(s / |'|)L.*〉;
g= p′′ / (s . |'‖*|); h= s / |'‖*|:
If we use the result p / |(sL.')L/v|= p′′ / (s . |'|)v, then we can rewrite
z = (p′′ / (s . |'|)v; n)(f / (g; h)−1; p′′ / (s . |'|)v|(s / |'|)L.*|)−1
= (q / v; n)(f / (g; h)−1; g)−1
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and (16) becomes
((p′′ · s) / |'|; b)(f; g · h)−1(f . (g; h)−1)
= (q; s / |'|)−1(q . v)(q / v; n)(f / (g; h)−1; g)−1
(q; s / |'|)(q · (s / |'|); b) = (q . v)(q / v; n)((f / (g; h)−1) · g; h): (17)
Now we note some equations given by the grades:
((f / (g; h)−1) · g) · h=f · (g · h) = f · ((p′′ · s) / |'‖*|)
= ((p′′ · s) / |'|) · b= (q · (s / |'|)) · b;
((q / v) · n) · h= (q / (s / |'|; b)) · (n · h)
= (q / (s / |'|; b)) · ((s / |'|) · b) = (q · (s / |'|)) · b:
If we multiply (17) on the right-hand side by (q · (s / |'|)) · b= ((f / (g; h)−1) · g) · h
we get
(q; s / |'|)(q · (s / |'|))b= (q . v)(q / v; n)((f / (g; h)−1) · g)h: (18)
But we also have (f / (g; h)−1) · g= (q / v) · n, so
q(s / |'|)b= (q . v)(q / v; n)((q / v) · n)h= (q . v)(q / v)nh
(s / |'|)b= vnh= v(n; h)(n · h) = (s / |'|; b)((s / |'|) · b); (19)
which at last veri?es (16) and gives the answer!
Theorem 7.5. When given the following structures, D is a braided tensor category:
The identity object is k, with trivial gradings and actions.
The associator - and the maps l and r are de6ned as for C.
The braiding ? :V ⊗W → W ⊗ V is de6ned by ?('⊗ *) = 〈'〉L.*⊗ 'L/|*|.
Proof. The following lemmas.
Lemma 7.6. The associator - is a morphism in the category D.
Proof. We begin by checking the G-grade.
|('⊗ *)⊗ 2|= (〈'〉 · 〈*〉; 〈2〉)−1|'⊗ *‖2|
= (〈'〉 · 〈*〉; 〈2〉)−1(〈'〉; 〈*〉)−1|'‖*‖2|;
|'L/(〈*〉; 〈2〉)⊗ (*⊗ 2)|= (〈'〉 / (〈*〉; 〈2〉); 〈*〉 · 〈2〉)−1|'L/(〈*〉; 〈2〉)‖*⊗ 2|
= (〈'〉 / (〈*〉; 〈2〉); 〈*〉 · 〈2〉)−1(〈'〉
.(〈*〉; 〈2〉))−1|'‖*‖2|:
These are equal by the properties of .
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Now we check the M -action. Set 〈'〉= a, 〈*〉= b and 〈2〉= c. To begin,
(s / (a · b; c))L.(('⊗ *)⊗ 2) = (sL.('⊗ *))L/w ⊗ (s / |'⊗ *|)L.2
= ((t L.')L/u⊗ (t / |'|)L.*)L/w ⊗ (s / |'⊗ *|)L.2
= ((t L.')L/u(〈(t / |'|)L.*〉 . w)⊗ ((t / |'|)L.*)L/w)
⊗(s / |'⊗ *|)L.2; (20)
where s= t / (a; b) and
w = (s / |'⊗ *|; c)(〈(s / |'⊗ *|)L.2〉; s / |'⊗ *‖2|)−1;
u= (t / |'|; b)(〈(t / |'|)L.*〉; t / |'‖*|)−1:
If we set '′ = 'L/(b; c) and p / (a / (b; c); b · c) = s / (a · b; c), we would like (20)
to equal
-−1((p / (a / (b; c); b · c))L.('′ ⊗ (*⊗ 2)))
=-−1((pL.'′)L/v⊗ (p / |'′|)L.(*⊗ 2))
=-−1((pL.'′)L/v⊗ ((qL.*)L/z ⊗ (q / |*|)L.2))
= ((pL.'′)L/vx ⊗ (qL.*)L/z)⊗ (q / |*|)L.2; (21)
where q / (b; c) = p / |'′| and
v= (p / |'′|; b · c)(〈(p / |'′|)L.(*⊗ 2)〉; p / |'′‖*⊗ 2|)−1;
z = (q / |*|; c)(〈(q / |*|)L.2〉; q / |*‖2|)−1;
x = (〈qL.*〉 / z; 〈(q / |*|)L.2〉)−1:
Using the usual identities on ,
p / |'′|= p / (a . (b; c))−1|'|(b; c) = t / |'|(b; c)
or equivalently q= t / |'|. Then s / |'⊗ *|= q / |*|, so the third terms in (20) and (21)
are equal. Also we get z = w, so ((t / |'|)L.*)L/w = (qL.*)L/z, and the second terms are
equal. Next by using the cross relation on the ?rst term of (21),
(pL.'′)L/vx = (pL.('L/(b; c)))L/vx = (t L.')L/(q . (b; c))vx:
Now we are left with the task of showing that
(q . (b; c))vx = u(〈qL.*〉 . z): (22)
If we use the formula 〈(q / (b; c))L.(*⊗ 2)〉= (〈qL.*〉 / z) · 〈(q / |*|)L.2〉 then
vx= (q / (b; c); b · c)((〈qL.*〉 / z) · 〈(q / |*|)L.2〉; q / |*‖2|)−1
(〈qL.*〉 / z; 〈(q / |*|)L.2〉)−1
= (q / (b; c); b · c)(〈qL.*〉 / z(〈(q / |*|)L.2〉; q / |*‖2|); (q / |*|) · c)−1
((〈qL.*〉 / z) . (〈(q / |*|)L.2〉; q / |*‖2|))−1;
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where we have used 〈(q / |*|)L.2〉 · (q / |*‖2|) = (q / |*|) · c. Then
(q . (b; c))vx= (q . (b; c))(q / (b; c); b · c)(〈qL.*〉 / (q / |*|; c); (q / |*|) · c)−1
((〈qL.*〉 / z) . (〈(q / |*|)L.2〉; q / |*‖2|))−1
= (q; b)(q · b; c)(〈qL.*〉 / (q / |*|; c); (q / |*|) · c)−1
((〈qL.*〉 / z) . (〈(q / |*|)L.2〉; q / |*‖2|))−1
= (q; b)(〈qL.*〉; q / |*|)−1(〈qL.*〉 . (q / |*|; c))
((〈qL.*〉 / z) . (〈(q / |*|)L.2〉; q / |*‖2|))−1
= u(〈qL.*〉 . (q / |*|; c))((〈qL.*〉 / (q / |*|; c))
.(〈(q / |*|)L.2〉; q / |*‖2|)−1)
= u(〈qL.*〉 . z);
as required, where we have used 〈qL.*〉 · (q / |*|) = q · b.
Lemma 7.7. The maps lV and rV are morphisms in the category D.
Proof. This is reasonably simple from the de?nitions; remembering that (e; s) =
(s; e) = e for all s∈M . Only the G-grade and the M -action need be checked.
Lemma 7.8. The map ? :V ⊗W → W ⊗ V de6ned by ?('⊗ *) = 〈'〉L.*⊗ 'L/|*| is a
morphism in the category.
Proof. First we check the grades; using (7.1):
|'L/|*‖−1|〈'〉L.*|−1〈〈'〉L.*〉〈'L/|*|〉= |'L/|*‖−1(〈'〉 / |*|)|*|−1〈*〉(〈'〉 / |*|)−1〈'L/|*|〉
= |'L/|*‖−1〈'L/|*|〉|*|−1〈*〉
= |*|−1|'|−1〈'〉|*‖*|−1〈*〉= |*|−1|'|−1〈'〉〈*〉:
Now we check the G action:
(?('⊗ *))L/u= (〈'〉L.*)L/((〈'〉 / |*|) . u)⊗ 'L/|*|u;
?(('⊗ *)L/u) =?('L/(〈*〉 . u)⊗ *L/u)
= (〈'〉 / (〈*〉 . u))L.(*L/u)⊗ 'L/(〈*〉 . u)|*L/u|:
The ?rst terms are equal by the cross relation (9), and the second terms are equal by
the connections between the grades and the relations (7).
Now we check the M action. Set a= 〈'〉 and b= 〈*〉.
?((s / (a; b))L.('⊗ *)) =?((sL.')L/v⊗ (s / |'|)L.*)
= (〈sL.'〉 / v)L.((s / |'|)L.*)⊗ (sL.')L/v|(s / |'|)L.*|; (23)
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where v= (s / |'|; b)(〈(s / |'|)L.*〉; s / |'‖*|)−1. Note that v|(s / |'|)L.*|= (s / |'|) . |*|.
Then (23) should be the same as
(s / (a; b))L.?('⊗ *) = (s / (a; b))L.(aL.*⊗ 'L/|*|)
= (pL.(aL.*))L/w ⊗ (p / |aL.*|)L.('L/|*|); (24)
where s / (a; b) = p / (〈aL.*〉; a / |*|) and
w = (p / |aL.*|; a / |*|)(〈(p / |aL.*|)L.('L/|*|)〉; p / |aL.*‖'L/|*‖)−1:
Then p / |aL.*| = s / (a . |*|), so the second term of (23) can be written (sL.')L/((s /
|'|) . |*|), and the second term of (24) as (s / (a . |*|))L.('L/|*|). These are equal by
the cross relation (9). For the ?rst terms,
(pL.(aL.*))L/w= ((s · a)L.*)L/(s / (a . |*|); a / |*|)−1w
= ((s · a)L.*)L/(〈sL.'〉 / ((s / |'|) . |*|); s / (a . |'|)|'L/|*‖)−1;
(〈sL.'〉 / v)L.((s / |'|)L.*) = ((q · (s / |'|))L.*)L/(q / ((s / |'|) . |*|); s / |'‖*|)−1;
where
q= 〈sL.'〉 / v(〈(s / |'|)L.*〉; s / |'‖*|)(s / |'|; b)−1 = 〈sL.'〉:
Now we see that q · (s / |'|) = s · a.
Lemma 7.9. The map ? satis6es the hexagon identities.
Proof. Set 〈'〉= a; 〈*〉= b and 〈2〉= c. The following two compositions can be seen
to be equal:
('⊗ *)⊗ 2 -→ 'L/(b; c)⊗ (*⊗ 2)
?→ (a / (b; c))L.(*⊗ 2)⊗ 'L/(b; c)|*⊗ 2|
= ((aL.*)L/u⊗ (a / |*|)L.2)⊗ 'L/|*‖2|
-→ (aL.*)L/u(〈(a / |*|)L.2〉; a / |*‖2)⊗ ((a / |*|)L.2 ⊗ 'L/|*‖2|);
('⊗ *)⊗ 2 ?⊗I→ (aL.*⊗ 'L/|*|)⊗ 2
-→ (aL.*)L/(a / |*|; c)⊗ ('L/|*| ⊗ 2)
I⊗?→ (aL.*)L/(a / |*|; c)⊗ ((a / |*|)L.2 ⊗ 'L/|*‖2|); (25)
where u= (a / |*|; c)(〈(a / |*|)L.2〉; a / |*‖2|)−1.
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The hexagon identity for the inverse associator asserts that the following should be
equal:
'⊗ (* ⊗2)I⊗?→ '⊗ (bL.2 ⊗ *L/|2|)
-−1→ ('L/(〈bL.2〉; b / |2|)−1 ⊗ bL.2)⊗ *L/|2|
?⊗I→ ((a / (〈bL.2〉; b / |2|)−1)L.(bL.2)⊗ 'L/(〈bL.2〉; b / |2|)−1|bL.2|)⊗ *L/|2|;
'⊗ (* ⊗2)-
−1
→ ('L/(b; c)−1 ⊗ *)⊗ 2
?→((a / (b; c)−1) · b)L.2 ⊗ ('L/(b; c)−1(b . |2|)⊗ *L/|2|)
-−1→ ((((a / (b; c)−1) · b)L.2)L/(a / (b; c)−1(b . |2|); b / |2|)−1
⊗'L/(b; c)−1(b . |2|))⊗ *L/|2|: (26)
The third terms in (26) are equal, and the second terms can be seen to be equal by
the formula from (7), (b; 〈2〉)−1(b . |2|) = (〈bL.2〉; b / |2|)−1|bL.2|. For the ?rst terms
use the condition for an M action (8) to get
(a / (〈bL.2〉; b / |2|)−1)L.(bL.2) = (((a / (b; c)−1) · b)L.2)L/
(a / (b; c)−1(b . |2|); b / |2|)−1:
Lemma 7.10. The braiding is a natural transformation between the tensor product
and its opposite in D.
Proof. The statement just means that the following diagram commutes for all mor-
phisms ( :V → V˜ and  :W → W˜ :
V ⊗W ?VW→ W ⊗ V
↓ (⊗ ↓ ⊗(
V˜ ⊗ W˜ ?V˜W˜→ W˜ ⊗ V˜
:
This is simple to check, remembering that the morphisms preserve the grades and
actions.
8. A double construction
Take a group X with subgroup G, and a set of left coset representatives M .
Denition 8.1. The set Y , which is identical to X , is given a binary operation ◦ de?ned
by
(us) ◦ (vt) = vust = vu(s; t)(s · t) u; v∈G; s; t ∈M:
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De?ne the functions /˜ :Y ×X → Y and ˜ :Y ×Y → X by y/˜x=x−1yx and ˜(vt; wp)=
(t; p). The function .˜ :Y × X → X is de?ned by
vt.˜wp= v−1wpv′ = twpt′−1; where vt/˜wp= v′t′ v′ ∈G; t′ ∈M:
Proposition 8.2. The maps /˜, .˜ and ˜ satisfy the six conditions listed in (2.4), with
(Y; ◦) taking the place of (M; ·), and the group X taking the place of G.
Proof. The fourth is immediate. For the sixth, consider
((t; p)−1us(t; p)) ◦ ((vt) ◦ (wp)) = wvus(t; p)(t · p)
=wvustp= ((us) ◦ (vt)) ◦ (wp):
For the second condition we start with
v′u′s′t′ = (u′s′) ◦ (v′t′) = ((us) ◦ (vt))/˜wp= p−1w−1vustwp;
where (vt)/˜wp= p−1w−1vtwp= v′t′. From this we deduce that
u′s′ = v′−1p−1w−1vustwpt′−1 = us/˜v−1wpv′;
as v−1wpv′ = twpt′−1.
For the third condition, we have vt.˜wpus= v−1wpusv′′, where
vt/˜wpus= v′′t′′ = v′t′/˜us v′′ ∈G; t′′ ∈M:
Then vt.˜wpus= v−1wpv′v′−1usv′′ = (vt.˜wp)((vt/˜wp).˜us).
For the ?fth condition, begin with wp/˜˜(us; vt) = (s; t)−1wp(s; t), so
˜(wp/˜˜(us; vt); us ◦ vt) = (p / (s; t); s · t);
wp.˜(s; t) = p(s; t)(p / (s; t))−1 = p . (s; t)
and from these we verify the ?fth condition, which is
(wp.˜˜(us; vt))˜(wp/˜˜(us; vt); us ◦ vt) = ˜(wp; us)˜((wp) ◦ (us); vt):
For the ?rst condition, begin with
us.˜(vt.˜wp) = us.˜v−1wpv′ = u−1v−1wpv′u′;
where us/˜v−1wpv′ = us/˜(vt.˜wp) = u′s′. Next
(us ◦ vt).˜wp= vu(s; t)(s · t).˜wp= (s; t)−1u−1v−1wpu′′;
where, by the second condition, (us◦vt)/˜wp = u′′s′′ = (us/˜(vt.˜wp))◦(vt/˜wp) = u′s′ ◦
v′t′, so we get u′′ = v′u′(s′; t′), and hence verify the ?rst condition.
Proposition 8.3. The element ey = f−1m em = e is a left identity for Y (note it is not
in general a right identity), and the operation (Y; ◦) has the right division property.
The corresponding left inverse is given by the formula (vt)L = v−1t−1 (for v∈G and
t ∈M).
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Proof. To show that e∈Y is a left inverse, note that e ◦ us = ues = us for all us∈Y
(u∈G and s∈M).
To check right division we have to check that there is a unique solution wp∈Y
(w∈G and p∈M) to the equation wp ◦ us = vt. The equation gives uw(p; s)(p ·
s) = vt, and we can solve the equation p · s = t to give a unique value of p. Now
w = u−1v(p; s)−1.
To check the formula for the left identity, (v−1t−1) ◦ vt = vv−1t−1t = e = ey.
Proposition 8.4. If we de6ne fy = em = fm ∈X , we see that the conditions in (2.12)
are satis6ed, using fy, ey, X and (Y; ◦) instead of fm, em, G and (M; ·).
Proof. For the ?rst condition, note that ey/˜x = x−1ex = ey. This implies the second
condition, ey.˜x = emxe−1m .
For the fourth condition, us/˜e = us, and then us.˜e = ses−1 = e, the third condition.
For the ?fth condition, ˜(ey; us) = (em; s) = fm = fy.
For the sixth condition, us/˜f−1y =fmusf
−1
m =fmu(s.f
−1
m )(s/f
−1
m ), so ˜(us/˜f
−1
y ; ey)=
(s / f−1m ; em) = (s . f
−1
m )
−1. Then us.˜f−1y = sf
−1
m (s / f
−1
m )
−1 = s . f−1m , as required.
For the seventh condition, (us/˜f−1y ) ◦ em = f−1m fmusf−1m em = us.
Now we return to the case where e∈M for simplicity. We introduce a Y valued
grading on the objects of D by ‖'‖ = |'|−1〈'〉. From our previous calculations we
know that ‖*L/u‖= ‖*‖/˜u, ‖sL.*‖= ‖*‖/˜(s / |*|)−1 and ‖'⊗ *‖= ‖'‖ ◦ ‖*‖.
Proposition 8.5. The map /ˆ :V × X → V de6ned by '/ˆus = ('L/u)/ˆs (u∈G and
s∈M), where
'/ˆs= ((sL / |'|−1)L.')L/(sL; s)
is a right action of the group X on V , where V is any object in D. Further ‖'/ˆus‖=
‖'‖/˜us.
Proof. First consider the grading:
‖'/ˆs‖= ‖(sL / |'|−1)L.'‖/˜(sL; s) = ‖'‖/˜sL−1(sL; s) = ‖'‖/˜s;
since sLs= (sL; s).
Now we wish to show that
('/ˆus)/ˆvt = '/ˆusvt = '/ˆu(s . v)(s / v; t)((s / v) · t):
It is suRcient to prove this with u= e, so we need to show
(('/ˆs)L/v)/ˆt = ('L/(s . v)(s / v; t))/ˆ((s / v) · t): (27)
By using the cross relation (9) we see that, for w∈G and p∈M ,
(*L/w)/ˆp= ((pL / w−1|*|−1)L.*)L/(pL . w−1)−1(pL; p): (28)
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Using (28) we calculate
(('/ˆs)L/v)/ˆt = (((sL / |'|−1)L.')L/(sL; s)v)/ˆt
= ((tL / v−1(sL; s)−1z−1)L.((sL / |'|−1)L.'))L/
(tL . v−1(sL; s)−1)−1(tL; t);
where z = |(sL / |'|−1)L.'|. Now, from (8),
(tL / v−1(sL; s)−1z−1)L.((sL / |'|−1)L.')
= ((p′ · (sL / |'|−1))L.')L/(p′ / ((sL / |'|−1) . |'|); sL)−1;
where
p′ = tL / v−1(sL; s)−1z−1(〈(sL / |'|−1)L.'〉; sL)(sL / |'|−1; 〈'〉)−1
= tL / v−1(sL; s)−1((sL / |'|−1) . |'|)−1:
From this we can calculate
(p′ · (sL / |'|−1)) / |'|= (tL / v−1(sL; s)−1) · sL;
so
(('/ˆs)L/v)/ˆt = ((((tL / v−1(sL; s)−1) · sL) / |'|−1)L.')
L/(tL / v−1(sL; s)−1; sL)−1(tL . v−1(sL; s)−1)−1(tL; t)
and set this equal to ((a/ |'|−1)L.')L/y. Now consider the right-hand side of (27), using
(28):
('L/(s . v)(s / v; t))/ˆ((s / v) · t)
= ((((s / v) · t)L / (s / v; t)−1(s . v)−1|'|−1)L.')
L/(((s / v) · t)L . (s / v; t)−1(s . v)−1)−1(((s / v) · t)L; (s / v) · t);
which we set equal to ((b/ |'|−1)L.')L/x. It is our job to show that a=b and x=y. We
use the result, derived from the equations (c ·d)L(c; d)−1cd=e and c−1=(cL; c)−1cL,
(c · d)L / (c; d)−1 = (dL / (cL; c)−1) · cL
to show that
b= ((tL / ((s / v)L; s / v)−1) · (s / v)L) / (s . v)−1:
Now ((s / v)L · (s / v))/v−1 = e, so ((s / v)L / (s . v)−1) · s= e, i.e. (s / v)L / (s . v)−1 = sL.
On the other hand,
(s / v)L . (s . v)−1 = (s / v)L . ((s / v) . v−1) = ((s / v)L; s / v)v−1
((s / v)L / ((s / v) . v−1); s)−1
= ((s / v)L; s / v)v−1(sL; s)−1
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and we deduce that a= b. Next consider
b−1x= (s . v)(s / v; t)((s / v) · t)L−1(((s / v) · t)L; (s / v) · t)
= (s . v)(s / v; t)((s / v) · t) = (s . v)(s / v)t = svt;
a−1y= sL−1(tL / v−1(sL; s)−1)−1(tL . v−1(sL; s)−1)−1(tL; t)
= sL−1(sL; s)vtL−1(tL; t) = svt;
so we deduce that x = y.
Proposition 8.6. The X -action on tensor products in D is given by (' ⊗ *)/ˆx =
('/ˆ(‖*‖.ˆx))⊗ */ˆx.
Proof. We begin with
('⊗ *)/ˆu= ('⊗ *)L/u= ('L/(〈*〉 . u)⊗ *L/u;
so we consider ‖*‖.˜u = 〈*〉ut−1 where ‖*‖/˜u = vt; i.e. t = 〈*〉 / u. Then we see that
‖*‖.˜u= 〈*〉 . u as required. Continue with
('⊗ *)/ˆs(sL; s)−1 = ('⊗ *)/ˆsL−1 = ((sL / |'⊗ *|−1)L.('⊗ *)
= ((sL / |*|−1|'|−1)L.')L/(sL / |*|−1; 〈*〉)
(〈(sL / |*|−1)L.*〉; sL)−1 ⊗ (sL / |*|−1)L.*:
Now we can write
(sL / |*|−1|'|−1)L.'= '/ˆp(pL; p)−1 = '/ˆpL−1;
where pL = sL / |*|−1; and rewrite
('⊗ *)/ˆs(sL; s)−1 = '/ˆpL−1(pL; 〈*〉)(〈pL L.*〉; sL)−1 ⊗ (sL / |*|−1)L.*:
We know that
|pL L.*|−1〈pL L.*〉= (pL / |*|)|*|−1〈*〉(pL / |*|)−1
= sL|*|−1〈*〉sL−1 = |*|−1〈*〉/ˆsL−1;
so
|*|−1〈*〉.ˆsL−1 = 〈*〉sL−1〈pL L.*〉−1
= 〈*〉(〈pL L.*〉 · sL)−1(〈pL L.*〉; sL)−1
= 〈*〉(〈pL L.*〉 · (pL / |*|))−1(〈pL L.*〉; sL)−1
= 〈*〉(pL · 〈*〉)−1(〈pL L.*〉; sL)−1
= 〈*〉〈*〉−1pL−1(pL; 〈*〉)(〈pL L.*〉; sL)−1:
Proposition 8.7. The braiding ? is given in terms of the X -action by
?('⊗ *) = */ˆ(〈'〉 / |*|)−1 ⊗ '/ˆ|*|; ?−1('′ ⊗ *′) = *′/ˆ|'′/ˆ〈*′〉|−1 ⊗ '′/ˆ〈*′〉:
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Proof. By de?nition of /ˆs;
*/ˆs(sL; s)−1 = */ˆsL−1 = (sL / |*|−1)L.*;
so we deduce that t L.*= */ˆ(t / |*|)−1. Now
?('⊗ *) = 〈'〉L.*⊗ 'L/|*|= */ˆ(〈'〉 / |*|)−1 ⊗ '/ˆ|*|:
9. A bialgebra in the braided category
Take a group X with subgroup G, and a set of left coset representatives M which
contains e. We assume that (M; ·) has the left division property, i.e. for all t; s∈M
there is a unique solution p∈M to the equation s · p= t.
Introduce a vector space D with basis 5y ⊗ x for y∈Y and x∈X . Then we de?ne
'/ˆ(5y ⊗ x) = 5y;‖'‖'/ˆx:
We see that D is an object of D with grade given by y ◦ ‖5y ⊗ x‖= y/˜x and action
(5y ⊗ x)/ˆz = 5y/˜(a.˜z) ⊗ (a.˜z)−1xz;
where a = ‖5y ⊗ x‖. Then the associative multiplication ; on D consistent with the
action is
(5y ⊗ x)(5w ⊗ z) = 5w;y/˜x5y/˜˜(a;b) ⊗ ˜(a; b)−1xz;
where b= ‖5w ⊗ z‖, and is a morphism in D.
This much we have done before in C. The additional ingredient we have in D is
the braiding. We can use the braiding to de?ne a coproduct for D which in turn gives
the tensor product structure in D.
Proposition 9.1. The coproduct in D consistent with the tensor product structure in
D is
A(5y ⊗ x) =
∑
z;w∈Y :zw=y
5w/˜|h‖h(2)|−1|h(1)|−1 ⊗ |h(1)‖h(2)‖h|−1x〈h(2)〉−1
⊗5z/˜|h‖h(2)|−1 ⊗ |h(2)‖h|−1x; (29)
where h= 5y ⊗ x; ‖h(2)‖= |h|−1z−1|h|x−1zx; and ‖h(1)‖= |h(2)‖|h‖〈h(2)〉−1.
Proof. Begin with
('⊗ *)/ˆ(5y ⊗ x) = 5y;‖'‖◦‖*‖('⊗ *)/ˆx = 5y;‖'‖◦‖*‖'/ˆ(‖*‖.˜x)⊗ */ˆx: (30)
For Sh= h(1) ⊗ h(2) this should be the same as (using ‖h‖= ‖h(1)‖ ◦ ‖h(2)‖)
('⊗ *)⊗ (h(1) ⊗ h(2)) -→'/ˆ˜(‖*‖; ‖h‖)⊗ (*⊗ (h(1) ⊗ h(2)))
I⊗-−1→ '/ˆ˜(‖*‖; ‖h‖)⊗ ((*/ˆ˜(‖h(1)‖; ‖h(2)‖)−1 ⊗ h(1))⊗ h(2))
I⊗(?⊗I)→ '/ˆ˜(‖*‖; ‖h‖)⊗ ((h′(1) ⊗ *′)⊗ h(2))
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I⊗-→ '/ˆ˜(‖*‖; ‖h‖)⊗ (h′(1)/ˆ˜(‖*′‖; ‖h(2)‖)⊗ (*′ ⊗ h(2)))
-−1→ ('/ˆ˜(‖*‖; ‖h‖)n⊗ h′(1)/ˆ˜(‖*′‖; ‖h(2)‖))⊗ (*′ ⊗ h(2))
/ˆ⊗/ˆ→ ('/ˆ˜(‖*‖; ‖h‖)n)/ˆ(h′(1)/ˆ˜(‖*′‖; ‖h(2)‖))⊗ *′/ˆh(2); (31)
where
n= ˜(‖h′(1)/ˆ˜(‖*′‖; ‖h(2)‖)‖; ‖*′‖ ◦ ‖h(2)‖)−1
= ˜(‖h′(1)‖/˜˜(‖*′‖; ‖h(2)‖); ‖*′‖ ◦ ‖h(2)‖)−1;
h′(1) ⊗ *′ =?(*/ˆ˜(‖h(1)‖; ‖h(2)‖)−1 ⊗ h(1))
= h(1)/ˆ(〈*/ˆ˜(‖h(1)‖; ‖h(2)‖)−1〉 / |h(1)|)−1 ⊗ */ˆ˜(‖h(1)‖; ‖h(2)‖)−1|h(1)|:
As ˜ takes values in G; we see h′(1) = h(1)/ˆ〈*′〉−1. If we set
h(1)/ˆ〈*′〉−1˜(‖*′‖; ‖h(2)‖) = 5‖'‖/˜˜(‖*‖;‖h‖)n ⊗ n−1˜(‖*‖; ‖h‖)−1(‖*‖.˜x) = h′;
h(2) = 5‖*‖/˜˜(‖h(1)‖;‖h(2)‖)−1|h(1)| ⊗ |h(1)|−1˜(‖h(1)‖; ‖h(2)‖)x; (32)
then (30) and (31) agree if y = ‖'‖ ◦ ‖*‖. Now de?ne vt (v∈G and t ∈M) by the
factorisation ‖*‖/˜x=‖*′‖◦‖h(2)‖=vt; and from this t=〈*′〉·〈h(2)〉 and ‖*‖.˜x=〈*〉xt−1.
Also we have 〈*′〉−1(〈*′〉; 〈h(2)〉)=〈h(2)〉(〈*′〉·〈h(2)〉)−1=〈h(2)〉t−1 and n=(〈h′〉; t)−1.
Now ‖h′‖.˜t = 〈h′〉tp−1 where ‖h′‖/˜t = ‖h′/ˆt‖= up (u∈G and p∈M). Then
˜(‖*‖; ‖h‖)n(‖h′‖.˜t) = (〈*〉; 〈h〉)n〈h′〉tp−1
= (〈*〉; 〈h〉)(〈h′〉 · t)p−1
= (〈*〉; 〈h〉)(〈*〉 · 〈h〉)p−1 = 〈*〉〈h〉p−1;
(using ‖h′‖ ◦ t = ‖*‖ ◦ ‖h‖ from (31)); so from (32);
h(1)/ˆ〈h(2)〉= h′/ˆt = 5‖'‖/˜˜(‖*‖;‖h‖)n(‖h′‖.˜t) ⊗ (‖h′‖.˜t)−1n−1˜(‖*‖; ‖h‖)−1(‖*‖.˜x)t
= 5‖'‖/˜〈*〉〈h〉p−1 ⊗ p〈h〉−1x: (33)
Now we calculate; using ‖h(1)‖/˜〈h(2)〉= ‖h′‖/˜t = up;
‖h(1)/ˆ〈h(2)〉‖.˜〈h(2)〉−1 = (‖h(1)‖.˜〈h(2)〉)−1 = (〈h(1)〉〈h(2)〉p−1)−1;
so if we apply /ˆ〈h(2)〉−1 to (33) we get
h(1) = 5‖'‖/˜〈*〉〈h〉(〈h(1)〉〈h(2)〉)−1 ⊗ 〈h(1)〉〈h(2)〉〈h〉−1x〈h(2)〉−1
= 5‖'‖/˜〈*〉(〈h(1)〉;〈h(2)〉)−1 ⊗ (〈h(1)〉; 〈h(2)〉)x〈h(2)〉−1: (34)
From ‖h‖= ‖h(1)‖ ◦ ‖h(2)‖ we see that (〈h(1)〉; 〈h(2)〉)−1|h(1)|= |h‖h(2)|−1; so we can
rewrite (32) to give
h(2) = 5‖*‖/˜|h‖h(2)|−1 ⊗ |h(2)‖h|−1x: (35)
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Now we use the de?nition of ‖h(2)‖ on this formula to get
(‖*‖/˜|h‖h(2)|−1) ◦ ‖h(2)‖= |h|−1‖*‖|h‖h(2)|−1〈h(2)〉= ‖*‖/˜x;
which we rearrange as ‖h(2)‖= |h|−1‖*‖−1|h|x−1‖*‖x. If we set ‖*‖= z and ‖'‖= z′;
we have the constraint ‖'‖ ◦ ‖*‖= y= |*|−1z′〈*〉= z(z′/˜〈*〉); and if we set w= z′/˜〈*〉
then
A(5y ⊗ x) =
∑
z;w∈Y :zw=y
5w/˜(〈h(1)〉;〈h(2)〉)−1 ⊗ (〈h(1)〉; 〈h(2)〉)x〈h(2)〉−1
⊗5z/˜|h‖h(2)|−1 ⊗ |h(2)‖h|−1x; (36)
where ‖h(2)‖=|h|−1z−1|h|x−1zx. We ?nd ‖h(1)‖ by solving the equation ‖h(1)‖◦‖h(2)‖=
‖h‖ to get ‖h(1)‖= |h(2)‖|h‖〈h(2)〉−1. Finally substitute (〈h(1)〉; 〈h(2)〉)= |h(1)‖h(2)‖h|−1.
Proposition 9.2. The map < :D → k de6ned by <(5y ⊗ x) = 5y;e is a counit for the
coproduct; and A(I) = I ⊗ I .
Proof. Let h= 5y ⊗ x. For (<⊗ I)A begin with
(<⊗ I)A(5y ⊗ x) =
∑
z;w∈Y :zw=y
5w;e5z/˜|h‖h(2)|−1 ⊗ |h(2)‖h|−1x
= 5y/˜|h‖h(2)|−1 ⊗ |h(2)‖h|−1x; (37)
where ‖h(2)‖ = |h|−1y−1|h|x−1yx. But by de?nition y ◦ ‖h‖ = |h|−1y〈h〉 = x−1yx; so
we deduce that ‖h(2)‖= ‖h‖ and ‖h(1)‖= e.
Now for (I ⊗ <)A begin with
(I ⊗ <)A(5y ⊗ x) =
∑
z;w∈Y :zw=y
5z;e5w/˜|h‖h(2)|−1|h(1)|−1 ⊗ |h(1)‖h(2)‖h|−1x〈h(2)〉−1; [4pt]
where ‖h(2)‖= |h|−1z−1|h|x−1zx = e and ‖h(1)‖= |h(2)‖|h‖〈h(2)〉−1 = ‖h‖.
The proof that A(I) = I ⊗ I is easy once you notice that for every h= 5y ⊗ x term
in I , we have x = ‖h‖= e.
As the formula for the coproduct is not very nice, we shall use standard diagrammatic
arguments to show that (D; ;; A) is a bialgebra [9]. The pentagon identity means that
we do not have to keep track of every re-bracketing done in the course of following
a diagram. We just assume that there is a ?xed bracketing at the beginning and at the
end, and apply the associator as required in between. In Fig. 1 we give (in order) the
symbols we shall use for the braiding ?, the action /ˆ :V ⊗ D → V , the counit, unit,
product and coproduct:
The similarity between the symbols for the action and the counit is not coincidental.
The counit is the action of D on k, which is traditionally represented by an invisible
line. In Fig. 2 we give the de6nition of the product ; and coproduct A on D.
Now the proof that A is multiplicative is given as: (Fig. 3)
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To show that A is coassociative we must ?rst show (-(('⊗ *)⊗ 2))/ˆh= -((('⊗
*)⊗ 2)/ˆh), which is easy enough to check from the de?nitions. This then means that
the following two ways of splitting up the action on a triple tensor product are the
same: (Fig. 4)
10. A rigid braided tensor category
We assume the same conditions on (M; ·) as the last section. Note that (Y; ◦)
then has right inverses. The de?nitions of dual, and the corresponding evaluation and
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coevaluation maps, considered previously for C, can also be used in D. Fig. 5(a) and
(b) show the diagrams we shall use for evaluation and coevaluation. Recall that the
morphisms in D are required to preserve the actions and gradings. This means that if
T :V → W is a morphism, then we have the picture in Fig. 5(c).
We would like to show that D is a braided Hopf algebra in the category D, and in
Fig. 5(d) we give the de6nition of antipode S :D → D. Note that this is not the same
picture as that in [9]. This is because we are using right actions instead of left actions.
We cannot simply reTect the picture in [9] either, as the evaluation and coevaluation
morphisms have a de?nite handedness.
Proposition 10.1. Let h= 5y ⊗ x∈D. Then S(h) = 5y−1|h|〈h〉−1 ⊗ 〈h〉x−1|h|.
Proof. Suppose that S(h) = 5y′ ⊗ x′. Then for '∈V we have '/ˆS(h) = 5y′ ;‖'‖'/ˆx′;
which by de?nition is equal to the composition
'⊗ h coevalV⊗?
−1
→
∑
(*/ˆ(〈*〉L; 〈*〉)−1 ⊗ *ˆ)⊗ (h/ˆ|'/ˆ〈h〉|−1 ⊗ '/ˆ〈h〉)
-→
∑
*/ˆ(〈*〉L; 〈*〉)−1(〈*〉L; 〈'〉 · 〈h〉)⊗ (*ˆ⊗ (h/ˆ|'/ˆ〈h〉|−1 ⊗ '/ˆ〈h〉))
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I⊗-−1→
∑
*′ ⊗ ((4⊗ h/ˆ|'/ˆ〈h〉|−1)⊗ '/ˆ〈h〉)
I⊗(/ˆ⊗I)→
∑
*′ ⊗ (4/ˆ(h/ˆ|'/ˆ〈h〉|−1)⊗ '/ˆ〈h〉)
I⊗eval→
∑
*′(4/ˆ(h/ˆ|'/ˆ〈h〉|−1))('/ˆ〈h〉); (39)
where *′= */ˆ(〈*〉L; 〈*〉)−1(〈*〉L; 〈'〉 · 〈h〉) and 4= *ˆ/ˆ(〈h/ˆ|'/ˆ〈h〉|−1〉; 〈'/ˆ〈h〉〉)−1. We
set u= |'/ˆ〈h〉|; s= 〈h〉 / u−1 and t = 〈'/ˆ〈h〉〉. We have
h/ˆu−1 = 5y/˜(‖h‖.˜u−1) ⊗ (‖h‖.˜u−1)−1xu−1:
Now ‖h‖/˜u−1 = vs; so ‖h‖.˜u−1 = 〈h〉u−1s−1; and
(*ˆ/ˆ(s; t)−1)/ˆ(h/ˆu−1) = 5‖*‖L/˜(s; t)−1 ;y/˜〈h〉u−1s−1 *ˆ/ˆ(s; t)
−1su〈h〉−1xu−1:
Now we recall that (s; t)−1s=(s · t)t−1; where s · t= 〈'〉 · 〈h〉 as ?−1 preserves grades.
Then
(*ˆ/ˆ(s; t)−1)/ˆ(h/ˆu−1) = 5y;‖*‖L/˜(〈'〉·〈h〉)t−1u〈h〉−1 *ˆ/ˆ(〈'〉 · 〈h〉)t−1u〈h〉−1xu−1:
Now u−1t = ‖'/ˆ〈h〉‖= ‖'‖/˜〈h〉; so
(*ˆ/ˆ(s; t)−1)/ˆ(h/ˆu−1) = 5y;‖*‖LD/˜(〈'〉;〈h〉)−1|'|*ˆ/ˆ(〈'〉; 〈h〉)−1|'|xu−1: (40)
Set w=(〈'〉; 〈h〉)−1|'|xu−1 and z=‖'‖/˜〈h〉. If (*ˆ/ˆw)('/ˆ〈h〉) is not zero; then ‖*ˆ‖/˜w=
zLD. Then zLD/˜w−1 = ‖*ˆ‖= ‖*‖LD; so (zLD/˜w−1)RD = ‖*‖. If (40) is not zero; then
y= zLD/˜w−1(〈'〉; 〈h〉)−1|'|
= (ut−1)/˜ux−1 = (t−1u)/˜x−1;
y−1 = u−1t/˜x−1 = ‖'‖/˜〈h〉x−1; (41)
so we deduce that y′ = ‖'‖= y−1/˜x〈h〉−1. By de?nition y ◦ ‖h‖= |h|−1y〈h〉= x−1yx;
so we get y′ = ‖'‖= 〈h〉x−1y−1x〈h〉−1 = y−1|h|〈h〉−1. Now; from (2);
(*ˆ/ˆw)('/ˆ〈h〉) = *ˆ('/ˆ〈h〉˜(zLD; z)−1(zLD.˜w−1)˜(zLD/˜w−1; (zLD/˜w−1)RD))
= *ˆ('/ˆ〈h〉(tL; t)−1(zLD.˜w−1)(〈*〉L; 〈*〉))
= *ˆ('/ˆ〈h〉(tL; t)−1tLw−1〈*〉L−1(〈*〉L; 〈*〉))
= *ˆ('/ˆ〈h〉t−1w−1〈*〉)
= *ˆ('/ˆ〈h〉t−1ux−1|'|−1(〈'〉; 〈h〉)〈*〉)
= *ˆ('/ˆ〈h〉x−1y|'|−1(〈'〉; 〈h〉)〈*〉): (42)
We choose a basis element for the summation to be *= '/ˆ〈h〉x−1y|'|−1(〈'〉; 〈h〉)〈*〉;
and then
'/ˆx′ = *′ = '/ˆ〈h〉x−1y|'|−1(〈'〉; 〈h〉)〈*〉(〈*〉L; 〈*〉)−1(〈*〉L; 〈'〉 · 〈h〉)
= '/ˆ〈h〉x−1y|'|−1(〈'〉; 〈h〉)〈*〉L−1(〈*〉L; 〈'〉 · 〈h〉)
= '/ˆ〈h〉x−1y|'|−1(〈'〉; 〈h〉)(〈'〉 · 〈h〉)(〈*〉L · (〈'〉 · 〈h〉))−1
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= '/ˆ〈h〉x−1y|'|−1〈'〉〈h〉(((〈*〉L / (〈'〉; 〈h〉)−1) · 〈'〉) · 〈h〉)−1
= '/ˆ〈h〉x−1|h|(((〈*〉L / (〈'〉; 〈h〉)−1) · 〈'〉) · 〈h〉)−1: (43)
Finally; from the top line of (41); we get ‖*‖LD/˜(〈'〉; 〈h〉)−1 = y/˜|'|−1. Then if we
set c=(〈*〉L / (〈'〉; 〈h〉)−1) · 〈'〉; we see that vc=(y/˜|'|−1) ◦y′ (for some v∈G). But
(y/˜|'|−1) ◦ y′ = (|'|y|'|−1) ◦ ‖'‖= |'|−1|'|y|'|−1〈'〉= y‖'‖= |h|〈h〉−1;
so c = 〈h〉L. We conclude that x′ = 〈h〉x−1|h|.
Proposition 10.2. The morphisms ;(I ⊗S)A :D → D and ;(S⊗ I)A :D → D are both
equal to 1:< :D → D.
Proof. This part of the de?nition of a braided Hopf algebra can be checked by dia-
grams. First for ;(I ⊗ S)A :D → D we have Fig. 6.
Then for ;(S ⊗ I)A :D → D we have Fig. 7.
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